Take the stress out of transportation by letting Carryall take the strain. It’s a course winner every time. Whether carrying people, turf maintenance equipment or any number of other things that need shifting – this exceptionally quiet, lightweight, yet hardworking machine lets you perform around the golf course, free of stress to you and your turf.

And, as one of the most dependable utility vehicles available, with a durable aluminium/Armorflex body shell, it won’t leave you stranded in the rough.

Economic to run, it’s available with a wide choice of options, such as our Driving Range, Protective Enclosure and Machinery Loading Ramp. Whether you’re working the fairways, tees or greens, Carryall is ALL you need to carry. For further information and a no-obligation demonstration of the Carryall, telephone 01480 476971.

CARRYALL
Club Car
DRIVE IT TO WORK

Be selective - choose Tritox® for effective control of the broadest range of weeds in sports and amenity turf.

- Kills a wide range of broad-leaved turf weeds - including clover - in one application.
- Only one day's freedom from mowing needed before and after application to fine turf.
- Rain-fast and irrigation-proof in just six hours.
- Will not vaporise or scorch in hot conditions.
- May be conveniently tank mixed with Greenmaster® Liquid (15-0-0), Seafeed® seaweed extract and Aquamaster® wetting and penetrating agent.

Tritox contains 178g/l MCPA, 54g/l mecoprop-P and 15g/l dicamba.

ALTOGETHER AN UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

If you would like to know more please call our Technical Services Manager on 01473 203143 or contact your Local Area Sales Manager:

South - Chris Briggs
Tel: 0378 603103 (mobile) or 01273 675966

Midlands and Wales - Roger Moore
Tel: 0378 603052 (mobile) or 01832 710076

N. England, Scotland & N.I. - Richard Walton
Tel: 0378 603091 (mobile) or 01977 662187

Read the label before you buy: use pesticides safely.

Tritox, Greenmaster, Seafeed, Aquamaster and The Levington Difference are registered Trade Marks of Levington Horticulture Ltd. © Levington Horticulture Ltd 1997
The **BEAR** ® is here!

At last – an inexpensive alternative to upgrade TORO® and RAINBIRD® sprinklers and with a 5 year exchange warranty.

One kit fits all – RG7800 replaces 28 TORO® 1½" conversion assemblies

- no more bull when it comes to irrigation components
- why pay through the nose?

For the best in sprinkler parts –
go with the **BEAR** ®

- for quality and value – it's way out in front

AVAILABLE FROM ALL **Hunter** ® DEALERS.

All original equipment manufacturers names and numbers are used for identification purposes only and not to imply that these are original parts. TORO and RAINBIRD are registered trade marks.

**Sports Ground Irrigation Co.**
6, Stuart Road, Market Harborough, Leicestershire, LE16 9PQ
Telephone: **01858 463153**    Fax: **01858 410085**
What to look for when buying an irrigation system

Firstly some good advice from John Ruskin, the philosopher, written some 100 years ago;

"It is unwise to pay too much, but it's worse to pay too little
When you pay too much, you lose a little money - that's all
When you pay too little sometimes you lose everything, because the thing you bought is incapable of doing the thing it was bought to do.
The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a lot - it can't be done.
If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run,
And if you do that, you'll have enough to buy something better."

Getting value for money is a delicate balance; the purchasing of an irrigation system is no exception.
The awarding of an irrigation installation contract requires the assessment of a multitude of factors.

So what are the things to look out for in an irrigation salesman's presentation?

Specialist golf irrigation materials (sprinklers, control systems, solenoid valves etc.)

This is where the irrigation salesman has a field day. It provides the basis of his armoury to persuade the customer to buy his products. These components are the most visible parts of the irrigation system and the ones that bear the name of the manufacturer whom he represents or for whom he is the distributor/agent.

No two sprinklers or controllers are the same and therefore there are numerous differences in terms of the features of the products on offer that the salesman can use to show his products in a better light. As every greenkeeper knows, the benefits of these features according to the salesman are that his sprinklers are more energy efficient, require less maintenance and apply water more uniformly. His control system is more "flexible", easier to use, more reliable and, the most common claim of all, saves you water.

Because of the wide range of equipment available, very often people and specially committees can get bogged down and spend too much time deciding on which manufacturer or model of sprinkler, valve or controller is the best. Often insufficient consideration is given to the other major facets of an irrigation system (design, installation, service).
IRRIGATION CONTROL

THE ONLY OFFICIALLY APPOINTED MASTER DEALERS IN NORTHERN ENGLAND FOR

Hunter®

SPRINKLERS

WITH OFFICES IN CHEShIRE AND YORKSHIRE
WE OFFER A FULL RANGE OF SERVICES INCLUDING DESIGN, SUPPLY, INSTALLATION AND SERVICE

FREEPHONE
0800 174 175

THE WINNING CHOICE IN
SPORTS FIELD IRRIGATION

RAIN BIRD®

PREFERRED BY PROFESSIONALS WORLDWIDE

There is no specific system that meets the demand for every sports field. That's why Rain Bird offer a choice of systems to meet the individual requirements of your sport, local conditions, budget, water and manpower.

As professional distributors and installers of irrigation equipment for over 25 years we will put our experience behind you

So make our reputation your choice.

GLEN HEAT & IRRIGATION LTD,
PINCHBECK, SPALDING,
LINCS. PE11 3UE

Telephone: (01775) 722327
Facsimile: (01775) 725444

Manufacturers and distributors of quality irrigation equipment

Exclusive European distributors for

• Eicon Radio Remote Control, which is now available for TW2-1 and the TW2-4 controllers. Call for your nearest Logic approved supplier.

• Aquarius 2 – The PC-based control system that runs in Windows 95 – as a stand alone controller or with a TW2 as a back up. This advanced controller can be fitted to any existing two or three wire network.

• Logic TW2 Decoders – A breakthrough in price and performance – three year warranty – Built-in lightning protection – Multiway output: up to four valves can be operated from one decoder – Prices from £18.00 per valve.

• New Logic Impact Drive Pop Up Sprinklers manufactured in the UK exclusively for Logic Irrigation – Call for details on the full range.

• New low cost Weather Station with a desk top display that calculates ET at the press of a button.

• Aquamaster fountains, Mini Clik, King, products, West Ag sprinklers – Trade enquiries welcome.

Logic Irrigation Ltd, 24 Hazel Grove, Wallingford, Oxon OX10 OTA. Tel: 01491 837 455

NORTH STAFFS IRRIGATION

IVY MILL, LONGTON ROAD,
STONE, STAFFORDSHIRE

Value for money at the sign of the water mill.

We are big enough to cope with all your Irrigation requirements and small enough to care about every aspect of our dealings with you. A family run business of qualified Engineers who really enjoy their work. Our Principal plays golf when he’s not working and fully appreciates the needs of the course managers. We can offer your Golf Club the technology of today at prices well below some of the the bigger companies.

At the end of the day the system has to work
OURS DO – BEAUTIFULLY

Recent contracts:
Royal Lytham & St Annes (1996 Open), Chatsworth (For the Duke of Devonshire), Wilmslow, Northampton Town F.C., Donnington Wood Bowling Green.

We are also pleased to undertake work at Tennis Clubs, Bowling Greens and Football Grounds.

Telephone us now on 01785 812706
Fax 01785 811747

Member of the BTLIA
True, the specialist irrigation products are crucial to the success of an irrigation system, however it is important to remember the old adage that the "system is greater than the sum of its parts". While the individual components are of paramount importance; their incorporation into a system design is of greater significance. By and large all manufacturers of golf irrigation equipment produce quality materials, since golf is at the vanguard of irrigation technology. The important aspect in choosing the specialist irrigation components is to choose the right type of sprinkler and controller rather than the make. There are numerous products available but only a handful of manufacturers; the name on the sprinkler lid is of less importance than the type, model and performance of the sprinkler.

Since irrigation manufacturers and distributors are in the business of selling the specialist irrigation components, they will spend more time selling the benefits of their latest all-singing-and-dancing products than the other facets of the system that are equally as important and collectively more important. These are....

Irrigation System Design
Golf course irrigation system design involves more that just hydraulics calculations and is as much an art as a science. As such, like all engineering disciplines, there are no such things as wrong designs and right designs, rather good designs and bad designs. Consequently if you give the course plans to three engineers you will get three completely different designs. These designs will be very difficult to compare equitably when choosing which one to buy. If the golf club or developer chooses to invite tenders on the basis of "design and build", then he would be wise to give tenderers at least a performance specification to adhere to when designing their system. Otherwise the task of choosing which tender will be reduced to choosing which designs; two completely separate matters. While you may decide which is the best design, you will have no way of knowing if it is the most competitive.

A performance specification obviously will vary according to the layout of the course, the type of course, the climate, the soil, the topography, the grass species utilised etc. However a performance specification should detail the following:
- The design water application (ie. the peak water requirement in mm/day)
- The design irrigation cycle (the time in which the above must be applied to avoid disrupting day-time play, commonly 9-10 hours)
- The areas of playing surface to be watered
- The pumping plant location
- The type of system (eg. block system or valve-in-head)
- The materials to be used (eg. type of sprinkler, controller, MDPE or uPVC pipe etc)
- The method of installation (eg. trenching/mole-ploughing)
- The pumping plant (minimum No. of pumps, fixed-speed/variable-speed etc).

It is a testament to the fact that creative input is required in irrigation system design that even with a performance specification the designs submitted are likely to differ. The alternative option is to invite tenderers from prospective contractors for a single specific design, undertaken by an independent engineer. This will ensure competitive tendering.

Non-specialist materials
(pumping plant, pipework, cable, ancillary items)
The pump and pipes are the heart and arteries of an irrigation system. The hydraulic design of an irrigation system is, therefore, fundamental to its long term performance and reliability, not only in terms of the amount of water the system is capable of applying but also the running costs and maintenance requirement.

However this is often the least discussed topic between salesman and customer, partly because this is the facet that the layman is most poorly equipped to discuss. The modern day golf architect, golf director or greenkeeper is technically very aware and well informed. However hydraulic design does not, nor should, form part of his technical competence.

It is rare to find an irrigation system that has been over-designed in terms of pipework and pumping plant but not uncommon to find one over-specified in terms of specialist irrigation equipment. Not surprisingly, since the pipework and pumping plant return smaller profit margins to the irrigation manufacturer, distributor or contractor than the specialist equipment that bears their name.

It is not uncommon for a golf course to employ a permanent member of the greenkeeping staff whose sole duties are to tend to the maintenance requirement of the irrigation system. Probably the greenkeepers biggest headache during the irrigation season is to repair pipe bursts. This is the one failure of a bad irrigation system which has the most serious consequences since pipe bursts can result in damage to the course, disruption of play, loss of water, temporary shut down of the irrigation system, which in turn disrupts irrigation scheduling and may cause drought-stress to the turf if the damage is not repaired quickly.

Often a customer, fearing this scenario, will ask for a longer guarantee on the system, five years instead of one or two. However this should not really offer peace of mind, because an irrigation system should last a lot longer than five years. Good hydraulic design is worth much more than a few extra £. The customer should therefore ensure that the system has been designed by a competent and qualified engineer with experience of golf irrigation design.

Installation and After-sales Service
A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Often the weak link in a specialist irrigation installation is the maintenance contract. There is nothing more annoying than paying for poor, defective or incomplete work particularly when you’ve paid for quality materials and good design.

Often the tenderers are well-known and respected irrigation contractors with good reputations. However this may not always be the case. It is wise to ask for references from the tenderers and in most cases they will provide several references in their sales literature.

The references, not surprisingly, will comprise the most recent and prestigious installations they have undertaken. However it is important to note that the majority of problems arising from a poor standard of installation occur either during construction, whence they are ironed out before handover, or many years later. Checking up on a recent reference therefore is unlikely to yield a negative response in terms of the contractor’s standard of workmanship (unless of course they are really bad). It could be more informative to check up on old references.

The British Turf & Landscape Irrigation Association has a code of practice for irrigation design and installation; ensure the contractor adheres to it.

When assessing tenders it would be prudent to ascertain the contractors ability to provide after-sales service. Do they have a maintenance department or is maintenance undertaken by the installation staff? Do they offer a service & maintenance contract? How fast can they respond to a call-out? Are spares and replacement charged at list prices or are they discounted? Do they stock spares or are they only stocked by the manufacturer or distributor?
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No golf course in the world has more right to call itself "Old" than Musselburgh Old Links which is the oldest existing golf course in the world. As Scott MacCallum found out, like many humans of a certain age, it is having a facelift.

There are many old golf courses in the world. A great many at clubs which have enjoyed successful centenary years where stops are pulled out, pro-ams held and commemorative pullovers produced. A very rare few have had 200th anniversary celebrations but Musselburgh Links can top them all as it has the distinction of being the oldest existing golf course in the world.

To the casual observer there would be nothing to differentiate Musselburgh from many other of Scotland's links courses, except for the fact that it is ringed by a racecourse, but closer examination reveals a piece of golfing land with a history to trump anywhere else in the world and a group of people whose devotion to the well being and advancement of Musselburgh links is unstinting.

Among them are Alistair Patterson, Head Greenkeeper, and Jim Frame, a long standing member of Old Musselburgh and a man who has done much to make the local authority aware of the need to invest in the restoration and preservation of the course.

As befits a part of the country which has such a relationship with the history of the game you shouldn't be surprised by anyone or anything you meet and the first person I bumped into during my visit was Archie Baird, who informed me that he was married to the great grand daughter of Willie Park, the first Open Champion and himself a Musselburgh man. Archie, who is curator of the Golf Museum in Gullane, also showed me the gold watch chain, finished by a gold miniature golf ball, which was passed down to Archie from the great man and which proudly adorns his jacket.

He was visiting the course as he knew construction work was being carried out and was hoping that some old gutties might be dug up.

Yes, you did read correctly, there is construction work being carried out on the oldest golf course in the world... but don't worry.

Making alterations to such a rare piece of history would, you would think, be akin to adding Dormer windows to the Great Pyramid of Giza, rewriting the ending to Hamlet to make it a little less tragic or replacing the clock tower of Big Ben with a digital face. At Musselburgh, though, the work has become necessary due to work on the racecourse and it is an ideal opportunity to make some changes and improvements to the course. And a very good job Alistair Patterson and the local council are making of them.

Speaking in the Musselburgh Old Golf Club, which was the original home of the Royal Burgess Golf Club now based in Edinburgh and regarded as arguably the oldest golf club in the world, Alistair and Jim talk with pride about the course.

"It is recorded in the minutes of Royal Musselburgh Golf Club that it was the first course to have holes properly cut out and one of the original hole cutters can be seen at the Royal Musselburgh Clubhouse," explained Alistair, who has worked on the course with his apprentice for the last 18 months.

Another first was the universal adoption of the rule "playing the ball as it lies" after it had been first in use at Musselburgh, while the first ever women's golf competition was held at Musselburgh on New Year's Day, 1811 when a creel and skull was competed for by the fish wives of the community. The first caddies were based in Musselburgh.

"If this was in America it would be hallowed ground, an institution where your grandfather would have to put your name down to join. The Americans treasure golf history and when they come here they absolutely drool. We take far too much for granted," said Jim.

Like many things where the past is clouded over by the mists of time it is difficult to pin an exact date on when golf was first played on Musselburgh Links but the earliest record of golf being
played on the links was 1567 when Mary Queen of Scots was accused of playing golf a few days before her surrender. Now you can be pretty sure she wasn't the first person to play there so you can certainly knock a few years off that figure.

Perhaps Musselburgh's heydays were when it was home to the Honourable Company of Edinburgh Golfers - which now resides at Muirfield - and the Royal Burgess when the gentry, including Lords and judges would arrive in Musselburgh by train from the city and then race to get to the tee first. Failure to build up a sufficient head of steam could result in a three hour wait to tee off.

"It was quite a fair old canter from where the old railway station was to the course and apparently there were some unbelievable sights," said Jim.

But that was then. What is Musselburgh like now?

Well, as I said at the beginning the links is shared with Musselburgh race course, which was established in 1816 and for much of the time since then it has been the race course which has held sway when any difficult decisions have been taken.

Some of the rails are taken down to assist the golf when there isn't a race meeting - there are around 20 a year - but if you concentrate on the individual holes and forget about the race course you will see some wonderfully pure golfing land.

The greens are small and the tees are low - the height of a greenkeepers boot - as the traditional way was for the golfer to see all the undulations from ground level. It also kept costs down.

It is Musselburgh's undulations and subtle slopes and bowers, however, which make any golfer not soon fed on target golf and dart board greens drool.

Until recently the layout of the 9 hole course hadn't changed drastically from the time that James Braid had put his mark on Mother Nature's original course but the development of the jump and hurdles track on the racecourse saw the demise of what was regarded as Musselburgh's best hole - a humdinger of 510 yards down the right hand side of the course.

It would be fair to say that the golf course had been neglected over a period of years before Alistair's arrival.

"The maintenance was done by gardeners and they cut out a hole and mowed an area around it once a week," explained Jim.

"The race course influence predominated within the council at that time but now the golfing interests have blossomed and people have become aware of just what they have here. It is something which is unique and all the work that can be done on it. That took a bit of work and hard persuasion but eventually we convinced them of the treasure they had," said Jim who, during the walk of the course, uttered the immortal phrase that the place was "fair reekin' with glamour" which made Mrs Forman's famous watering hole.

"Nothing that has been done or will be done on the course will in any way affect the ambiance of the place and the charm of this old fashioned links golf course," said Alistair.

"We have tried to preserve all of the club at every stage and we are delighted that the council has asked for the views of the club at every stage and a great many of our ideas have been taken on board.

One of the most famous parts of the golf course is the 4th hole known as "Mrs Forman's". At the far end of the course, Mrs Forman's is a pub at the back of the 4th green which boasted, until for some inexplicable reason it was stopped, a special "golfers' window" which made Mrs Forman's the most famous watering hole in golf.

The construction work is due to be completed in April and it will be a couple of seasons before the big differences are noticed.

"The fairways were verdigrained and top dressed for the first time ever last year. In the next few seasons we're going to get the golden rough back and the bluebells are coming through..."
‘Firm but fair is how we want the greens’

and we’ll start seeing the skylarks again,” said Alistair with almost poetic zeal.

He is adamant about the type of playing conditions he wants to create.

“Firm but fair is how we want the greens and the same with the fairways.

“I’m trying to make all the greens uniform. If I were to shave them I’d have a lot of trouble in the winter so I’ll keep a little cover on them but I reckon you can get fast green greens.”

Alistair, whose father was Head Greenkeeper at among others Luffness, is revelling in his chance to create something special at Musselburgh.

“I just live across the road from the golf course and I know the history of the course. I feel I can play a part in that history and if I do it well it’s going to benefit the golfers as well as myself and we’re going to get a lovely links course back. It’s more of a hobby than a job for me.

Jim Frame knew he would embarrass his Head Greenkeeper when he said, “he’s a gem and we’re very fortunate to have him. He’s got a real feel for the place and he’s put in a tremendous amount of work.”

It is perhaps a little optimistic to think that the latest renovation work will stand for another 420 years but it has certainly improved the course.

Alistair Patterson with one of the features of the old course: the greens are small and the tees are the height of a greenkeeper’s boot – as the traditional way was for the golfer to see all undulations from ground level.

Jim Frame with one of the features of the old course: the greens are small and the tees are the height of a greenkeeper’s boot – as the traditional way was for the golfer to see all undulations from ground level.

A zero phosphate feed and turf conditioner

A mini-granular true compound fertilizer with a 4:0:8 analysis

Contains 4% Iron, 2% Magnesium and Seaweed Extract

Contains 7.5% Sulphur which can help in controlling the soil pH

Low application rate (35 g/sq. m) for use on fine turf and other amenity areas

For all year round use – early spring programme, cosmetic use in season, late autumn application

‘Longlife’ and ‘Invigorator’ are trade marks of Miracle Garden Care Ltd.
Clear Leaders on the Fairway.

Ransomes® Fairway Mowers.

Today's fairways demand a level of quality that was formally reserved for golf greens. To meet these higher standards of presentation course managers have a superb choice in Ransomes “right weight” fairway mowers. There's the 5-unit Fairway 250 and 305 and now the 7-unit Fairway 405 which offers genuine extra productivity with a big 4 metre cut. If you need even more power the Ransomes Commander 3500 high output 5-unit machine offers the ultimate choice in fairway mowing. Ask for a no-obligation demonstration and see the difference Ransomes can make to your fairways in quality of cut, manoeuvrability and productivity.

Call 0500 026208 for details.

RANSOMES is an Official Supplier to the PGA European Tour.

Ransomes, Ransomes Way, Ipswich, England IP3 9QG. Tel: 01473 270000. Fax: 01473 276300. © Ransomes 1996. All rights reserved.
The Sports Turf Research Institute is an institution in the truest sense of the word but what really goes on on a day to day basis? Scott MacCallum paid it a visit.

Everyone knows of the STRI. Most people actually know that it stands for the Sports Turf Research Institute. A fair proportion know that it is based in Bingley and that it produces the rankings of grass seed every year in "Turf Grass Seed". But how many people actually know what else the Institute does, how many people it employs and how it all began?

It may surprise you to know that the STRI has a staff of 60 split into several departments. There are turfgrass agronomists, including eight regionally based throughout the UK and Ireland, a chemistry laboratory, a pathology laboratory, a soil physics and a cultivar team, a construction team, a golf course architect, an ecologist, a team of groundsmen and administrative staff. "We are fundamentally a research centre and service and information provider," explained External Affairs Manager, Anne Wilson. "First and foremost we are a provider of information and secondly we supply a service through the information we provide."

The Institute has widened its remit since it was originally established, on its present site at Bingley, by the R&A and the Home Golf Unions in 1929 as the Board of Greenkeeping Research.

Then it was purely for golf and it was not until 1951, when it became the Sports Turf Research Institute, that it was expanded to include other sports as it was seen that what was appropriate for golf turf was also appropriate for other sportsturf.

"We are the national centre within the UK for sports and amenity turf and are internationally recognised for the research that the Institute does. Mike Canaway and Steve Baker work closely with the United States Golf Association Greens Section and Steve was on the Advisory Committee for the recent revision of the USGA Greens Construction Guidelines.

Developed and manufactured by:
Service Chemicals plc, 17 Lanchester Way, Royal Oak
Industrial Estate, Daventry, Northants, NN11 5PH.
Tel: 01327 704444; Fax: 01327 871154
email: servicechm@aol.com
webpages: http://members.aol.com/servchemuk

**MISSION FOR THE 1990'S - ROOT OUT ALL COLONIES OF DRY PATCH - SEARCH AND DESTROY**

alleviate
tensive hydrophobe technology

whilst wetting agents treat the symptoms, alleviate uses innovative tenside hydrophobe technology to attack and treat the cause of DRY PATCH

alleviate breaks down the hydrophobic barrier coating the surface of soil particles, allowing water to penetrate the rootzone

unsurpassed technology

SERVICE CHEMICALS